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GAME content may well be the core of a product, but its 

are designed to not only house a game but provide an 
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Cabinet design
IF the recent IAAPA and EAG trade shows highlighted anything, it was 

“Fashions come and go in all types of product design and game cabinets 

touchscreen technology 

the best performing games are based 

Helga Verstraeten of games manufacturer Elaut 

InterGame explores the importance of cabinet design and after-sales maintenance 
Maintaining 
standards
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The design of a cabinet is dependent on a host of factors. Verstraeten said 

stopping centrepieces that capture the 

Spares and after-sales
THE purchase of a pay-to-play amusement machine is an investment 

and in today’s economic climate, operators have fewer funds available 
to them to buy new equipment as regularly as they have done in the 

are a host of companies dedicated to providing such a service, providing 
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“Providing such a service is very important,” he said. “We monitor it on a 
daily basis and it’s a key part of the business. If we sell machines we have to 

One of the company’s most in demand services are its LCD replacement 
kits. These enable operators of older machines, whose monitors have 

a new LCD screen. 
“The LCD kit can enhance a machine for perhaps another three or four 

everywhere across the world. UNIS has expanded its parts and service arm 

centres to allow for easy ordering systems and servicing support.
“Countries where game machines have been part of the entertainment 

service with high quality replacement parts. Countries new to this type 
of entertainment industry have not perhaps grasped the importance of 

methods and individual assistance to ‘hold their hands’ as they move into 
these markets.”

All major manufacturers of peripherals and components sign up to 

regularly see updates and improvements to products as they evolve 
within the industry. New products are introduced that make use of the 

introduced can be expensive, as with everything price is key and this only 
reduces with the economy of scale.

“Operators of electronic gaming equipment understand that an 
investment has to be made in machine technology to both maximise 
cashbox take through player appeal and protect the cashbox from fraud.”

components providers is to provide support locally all around the world.

In Italy, for example, the company works with Comestero and recently 
signed an agreement in Greece for Million King to distribute and support its 
products there.

grow,” he added.
While Sega supplies some markets with spares directly, in others it works 

“It depends on the territory and the size of the distributor,” said Murphy. 

while in others we supply directly to the customer. Either way there is an 
access to spares for all customers.”

Crucially, providing a spares service has enabled Sega to engage with 

allowed us to be close to the operators in our territories that before would 
have perhaps only seen us as a machines company and there wouldn’t 
have been much other contact. That was one of the reasons we launched a 
spares division; you learn about your customers and your products.”

decision to buy based on the ease of servicing/customer support and cost of 
repairs over the forthcoming years. So it is the same for buying an arcade or 

into account. A company such as UNIS will thrive not only on its products 

American and Asian markets.”

machine’s biggest selling points. 
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